Salicylic acid (SA) is a critical mediator of plant innate immunity. It plays an important role in limiting the growth and reproduction of the virulent powdery mildew (PM) Golovinomyces orontii on Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana). To investigate this later phase of the PM interaction and the role played by SA, we performed replicated global expression profiling for wildtype and SA biosynthetic mutant isochorismate synthase1 (ics1) Arabidopsis from 0 to 7 d after infection. We found that ICS1-impacted genes constitute 3.8% of profiled genes, with known molecular markers of Arabidopsis defense ranked very highly by the multivariate empirical Bayes statistic (T 2 statistic). Functional analyses of T 2 -selected genes identified statistically significant PM-impacted processes, including photosynthesis, cell wall modification, and alkaloid metabolism, that are ICS1 independent. ICS1-impacted processes include redox, vacuolar transport/secretion, and signaling. Our data also support a role for ICS1 (SA) in iron and calcium homeostasis and identify components of SA cross talk with other phytohormones. Through our analysis, 39 novel PM-impacted transcriptional regulators were identified. Insertion mutants in one of these regulators, PUX2 (for plant ubiquitin regulatory X domain-containing protein 2), results in significantly reduced reproduction of the PM in a cell death-independent manner. Although little is known about PUX2, PUX1 acts as a negative regulator of Arabidopsis CDC48, an essential AAA-ATPase chaperone that mediates diverse cellular activities, including homotypic fusion of endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi membranes, endoplasmic reticulum-associated protein degradation, cell cycle progression, and apoptosis. Future work will elucidate the functional role of the novel regulator PUX2 in PM resistance.
The obligate biotrophic powdery mildew (PM) Golovinomyces orontii is virulent on Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) ecotype Columbia (Col-0). It exclusively infects epidermal cells with a defined progression of infection, including germination of the conidia (1-2 h post inoculation [hpi] ), penetration of the epidermal cell (approximately 5 hpi), and development of the haustorial complex, the feeding structure (14-24 hpi). This is followed by the further growth and reproduction of the fungus from 1 to 7 d post inoculation (dpi) with formation of the reproductive structures known as conidiophores that contain the conidia . As part of this intimate interaction, the PM must extract sufficient nutrients (carbon, nitrogen, etc.) from the plant host while maintaining viable plant tissue and limiting host defense responses, including cell death (for a recent review, see Micali et al., 2008) .
Plant cell architecture is altered to allow fungal entry and development of the haustorial complex, composed of both fungus-and plant-derived components. In addition, specific alteration of plant cell metabolism is needed to provide the fungus with requisite nutrients. Plant factors involved in these processes are often referred to as compatibility factors. These include the seven-transmembrane, calmodulinbinding proteins AtMLO2, -6, and -12 that mediate fungal entry into the Arabidopsis epidermal cell (Collins et al., 2003; Consonni et al., 2006) . In addition, PM-resistant mutants such as pmr5 and pmr6 that are specifically resistant to virulent PMs such as G. orontii and Golovinomyces cichoracearum likely contain muta-tions in compatibility factors (Vogel et al., 2002 (Vogel et al., , 2004 . Recessive mutations in the genes encoding AtPMR5 (a novel protein) and AtPMR6 (glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored pectate lyase-like) result in altered cell wall composition, smaller cells, and a significant reduction in PM growth and reproduction. In general, resistance conferred by the loss of compatibility factors has been found to be SA independent (Vogel et al., 2002 (Vogel et al., , 2004 Consonni et al., 2006) .
G. orontii induces SA-dependent defense responses in infected Arabidopsis leaves, with mutants in SA biosynthesis and signal transduction exhibiting enhanced susceptibility to the fungus Dewdney et al., 2000) . This indicates that the plant is mounting active defenses in response to virulent PMs that limit the extent of infection. These induced responses, however, do not include cell death or cell death-associated responses. Indeed, Arabidopsis mutants with enhanced resistance to virulent PMs often exhibit constitutive or PM-induced cell death. For example, the Arabidopsis enhanced disease resistance mutants edr1, edr2, and edr3, which contain recessive mutations in genes resulting in loss of function of a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase (Frye et al., 2001 ), a novel protein with pleckstrin and steroidogenic acute regulatory protein-related lipid transfer domains (Vorwerk et al., 2007) , and a dynaminrelated protein 1E (Tang et al., 2006) exhibit enhanced cell death at the site of PM infection and are more resistant to G. cichoracearum. Similarly, the recessive pen3 Arabidopsis mutant exhibits PM-induced lesions and enhanced resistance to G. cichoracearum (Stein et al., 2006) . These PM-induced lesions and associated plant defense responses are SA dependent (Frye et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2006; Vorwerk et al., 2007) , as is mildew-induced lesions4-mediated resistance (S. Somerville, personal communication).
Arabidopsis transcriptional profiling in response to virulent PMs has focused on early phases of the PM interaction (0-24 hpi), including penetration and formation of the haustorial complex (Zimmerli et al., 2004; Fabro et al., 2008) . Here, we focus on the later phase of the PM infection (1-7 dpi), the growth and reproduction phase. In this phase, we would expect to see expression changes associated with continued nutrient acquisition by the fungus, delayed senescence of local tissue to support the continued growth and reproduction of this obligate biotroph, suppression of cell death and some host plant defenses, and continued host plant defenses that limit the extent of infection. Previous studies have shown that SA biosynthesis and signal transduction pathways mediate this later phase of PM infection, with mutants in ICS1 (for isochorismate synthase 1), EDS5 (for enhanced disease susceptibility 5), NPR1 (for nonexpresser of PR genes 1), and PAD4 (for phytoalexin-deficient 4) exhibiting enhanced growth of PM on infected leaves, assessed visually at 7+ dpi Dewdney et al., 2000) . In addition, npr1 and pad4 mutants exhibit an increased number of conidiophores per germinated conidium . We established that this is also the case for the ics1-2 mutant (8.6 6 3.9 conidiophores per conidium for ics1-2 [16 colonies] compared with 5.8 6 3.4 conidiophores per conidium for Col-0 [51 colonies]; P , 0.006). These differences in conidiophores per conidium provide further evidence that SA plays a role in limiting PM reproduction. However, a mechanistic understanding of how SA limits PM growth and reproduction is unknown.
Therefore, to examine the later growth and reproduction phase of a virulent PM infection and to specifically examine the impact of SA on this phase of infection, we performed replicated global expression profiling using identically treated wild-type and ics1-2 mutant plants. By acquiring replicated progressive time series data with six time points and by employing the multivariate empirical Bayes statistic (T 2 statistic) specifically designed for the analysis of replicated time series data (Tai and Speed, 2006) , we can ascertain distinct patterns of host response and can resolve genes with more subtle responses. For example, genes with mean expression changes of less than 2-fold at any given time point but with a clear pattern of response across the time series can be identified. Analysis of this T 2 -selected data then allows us to identify known and novel processes and components of the PM-Arabidopsis interaction. Very few plant transcription factors mediating PM growth and reproduction have been reported (Micali et al., 2008) . As described below, our analyses identified four of the five known transcription factors as well as 39 novel regulators with no previously published role in plant disease resistance or abiotic stress response. We then established a functional role in PM resistance/susceptibility for one of these novel regulators.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We performed replicated global expression profiling with the Affymetrix ATH1 array using RNA extracted from mature whole leaves harvested at 0 (just prior to infection), 0.25, 1, 3, 5, and 7 dpi with G. orontii and 7-d uninfected (UI) leaves from parallel, identically treated wild-type and ics1-2 mutant plants. We then applied the T 2 statistic to select genes based on differences in their expression profiles in (1) wild-type plants in response to PM and (2) ics1 versus wild-type plants in response to PM to assess the impact of SA on the PM-induced transcriptional response. The T 2 statistic is specifically designed for use with replicated temporal expression data of a longitudinal nature. It tests the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the vector of a gene's mean expression levels (e.g. between mutant and the wild type), taking into account correlations among observations across time, replication, and moderation (Tai and Speed, 2006) . Thus, genes with a more dramatic change in their pattern of expression (e.g. in the mutant versus the wild type) have a higher T 2 statistic independent of the pattern or sign of their difference in expression.
All additional analyses were performed using the T 2 -selected gene sets, which are provided with ranking, annotation, and cluster designation in Supplemental Worksheet S1, with expression profiles plotted in Supplemental Figures S1 and S2. To confirm our ATH1 data, we performed real-time quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qPCR) for 11 genes: ICS1 (rank 30), PR1 (rank 1), PR2 (rank 33), the lupeol synthase At1g66960 (rank 28), PDF1.2a (rank 21), PUX2 (rank 381), PAD4 (rank 418), ACA2 (rank 469), ethylene-responsive transcription factor (ERF) At1g06160 (rank 545), NPR1 (rank 851), and the control UBQ5. Genes with different temporal expression patterns, differing magnitudes of expression change, and different levels of expression were selected. In addition, the chosen genes are near the top, middle, and bottom of those selected by the T 2 statistic. For example, NPR1 (rank 851 of 870) is very near the bottom of our selection cutoff; it exhibits a visually discernible difference in its ATH1 expression patterns for the wild type compared with the ics1 mutant but less than 2-fold change in mean expression at any time point. As shown in Supplemental Figure S3 , temporal patterns of gene expression for wild-type and ics1 mutant samples obtained by qPCR paralleled those obtained with ATH1 GeneChips.
Global Transcriptional Response to PM Infection
Nine hundred seventy-three genes exhibited altered expression in response to PM in wild-type plants over the course of infection. Of the 973 PM-responsive genes, 38% (373) are ICS1 impacted, with 90% of the ICS1-impacted genes also induced by exogenous treatment with the SA analog benzo(1,2,3) thiadiazole-7-carbothioc acid S-methyl ester (BTH), as reported by Wang et al. (2006; Fig. 1A; Supplemental Worksheet S2) . The set of 154 genes that are both ICS1 independent and unresponsive to BTH are likely to exist in pathways upstream of SA biosynthesis or independent of SA. This set of genes includes peroxidases, which may be involved in generating hydrogen peroxide, nine DNA-binding regulatory factors, and three type A response regulators (ARRs): ARR6, ARR7, and ARR16.
Four clusters represent the dominant patterns of expression of wild-type plants in response to PM ( Fig.  2A) . Genes in wild-type clusters 1 and 2, representing 57% of the T 2 -selected genes, exhibit increased expression over the time course of PM infection, with cluster 1 genes tending to exhibit a higher magnitude of response. Wild-type cluster 1 genes include those involved in (1) plant defense, such as the pathogenesisrelated proteins PR1 (At2g14610), PR2 (At3g57260), and PR5 (At1g75040); (2) nutrient reallocation and acquisition, such as the Suc-proton symporter SUC1 (At1g71880) and the putative mannitol transporter At4g36670; (3) PM compatibility/resistance, such as HR4 (At3g50480), a susceptible homolog of the PM resistance gene RPW8 (Xiao et al., 2001 (Xiao et al., , 2004 ; and (4) cell death suppression, such as the Arabidopsis BI-1 gene (At5g47120; Hü ckelhoven et al., 2003; KawaiYamada et al., 2004) . Similarly, wild-type cluster 2 genes include genes involved in SA biosynthesis and signal transduction (such as ICS1, EDS5, and PAD4), nutrient transporters, and genes mediating PM compatibility/resistance (i.e. MLO12 [At2g39200]). The remaining 43% of the PM-impacted genes exhibit reduced expression over the time course of PM infection, with wild-type clusters 3 and 4 differing in their magnitude of response. They include genes involved in processes impacting nutrient reallocation/acquisition, such as photosynthesis, chlorophyll synthesis, chloroplast development, and carbohydrate metabolism (e.g. vacuolar invertase b-FRUCTOSIDASE4 [BFRUCT4; At1g12240]). Wild-type cluster 4 also contains four type A AARs (ARR5, -6, -7, and -16) that act as negative regulators of cytokinin (CK) signaling (Muller and Sheen, 2007) . Down-regulation of these negative regulators could result in enhanced CK- Figure 1 . Venn diagrams showing genes with differential expression in wild-type Arabidopsis (PM) or in the ics1 mutant versus the wild type (PM:ICS1-impacted) over the time course of PM infection or in response to exogenous BTH (data from Wang et al., 2006) . A, ATH1 genes. B, Transcription factors. PM and PM:ICS1-impacted genes were selected with log 10 (T 2 ) $ 2.5. BTH-responsive genes exhibited significantly altered expression in wild-type versus BTH-treated samples, selected using ANOVA with P , 0.05 and 2-fold change cutoff . induced responses. This is consistent with previous reports of CK accumulation at PM infection sites and roles for CK in prolonged leaf longevity and cell death suppression (Walters and McRoberts, 2006) .
Global Transcriptional Impact of ICS1 Mutation
SA is a phytohormone and signaling molecule mediating response to (a)biotic stress (Dempsey et al., 1999; Durrant and Dong, 2004) . Here, we identify 870 probe sets (3.8% of those on the ATH1 array) with differential expression in the SA biosynthetic mutant ics1 compared with the wild type over the time course of PM infection. Three hundred seventy-three of these 870 probe sets also show significantly altered expression in wild-type plants in response to PM (Fig. 1) . Seventy-five percent of the 870 ICS1-impacted genes are also BTH responsive, consistent with the role of ICS1 in SA synthesis. In addition, 177 genes were only identified in the PM:ICS1-impacted set. The majority of these genes exhibit slightly altered expression in wild-type plants over the course of PM infection but fall below the T 2 selection threshold. The marked change in PM-induced expression in the ics1 mutant compared with the wild type resulted in their selection in the PM:ICS1-impacted data set. This is the case for NPR1. Another set of genes identified only in the PM: ICS1-impacted set were those in which gene expression did not change in wild-type plants infected with PM but did change in the ics1 plants, as is the case for PDF1.2a, a marker of ethylene (ET)/jasmonate (JA) signaling (Glazebrook, 2005) .
Six clusters represent the dominant patterns of ICS1-impacted expression (Fig. 2B) . Figure 3 shows the expression profile for a selected gene of interest for each cluster, with additional subprofiles shown for ICS1 cluster 1. Displayed genes were selected either because they were the top T 2 -ranked gene within that cluster and/or they were of particular biological interest. Seventy-six percent of the 870 PM:ICS1-impacted genes exhibit induced expression in response to PM over the progression of infection, with this induced expression reduced in the ics1 mutant. Those genes exhibiting a dramatic difference in expression between the wild type and ics1 are ICS1 cluster 1 members, whereas those with more moderate expression differences are typically found in cluster 2. ICS1 clusters 1 and 2 include genes involved in pathogen defense and disease resistance, redox, secretion and trafficking, nutrient acquisition, protein modification, and calcium signaling. Cluster 1 includes ICS1 (At1g74710), which exhibits lower basal expression and lack of induction by PM in the ics1-2 mutant, consistent with the large deletion in ICS1 caused by fast-neutron mutagenesis (Wildermuth et al., 2001 ; S. K. Marr and M.C. Wildermuth, unpublished data). The highest ranked member of this PM:ICS1-impacted set is PR1. PR1 (At2g14610), which encodes a small secreted peptide, has been associated specifically with SA-dependent induced defense responses including systemic acquired resistance (Shah, 2003) . The expression of PR1, which increases 37-fold over the course of infection, is completely abolished in the ics1 mutant (Fig. 3B) . At1g66960 (Fig. 3C) and WRKY18 (Fig. 3D ) represent additional patterns of response within ICS1 cluster 1. At1g66960 exhibits delayed induction in response to PM, with a substantial increase in expression evident at 5 dpi. This delayed induction may reflect processes specifically associated with PM reproduction and sustained growth. In the ics1 mutant, we observe genes in which this delayed expression is abrogated, as is the case for At1g66960 and others with reduced expression. At1g66960 (rank 28) is the most highly T 2 -ranked gene with the delayed SA-dependent paired expression profile. This gene encodes lupeol synthase, which is likely involved in the synthesis of the antimicrobial pentacyclic triterpenoid lupeol in Arabidopsis (Herrera et al., 1998; Husselstein-Muller et al., 2001; Ohyama et al., 2007) . Genes with the partially SA-dependent delayed induction pattern include the cell wall invertase BFRUCT1 (At3g13790), which catalyzes the breakdown of Suc to Glc and Fru, hexoses that can be taken up by the fungus. In addition, WRKY75 (At5g13080) and WRKY30 (At5g24110) transcription factors exhibit this delayed pattern of response. ICS1 cluster 1 member WRKY18 (rank 14) is representative of genes that exhibit a distinct early peak of expression (6 h) that may in some cases be uncoupled from the later response. The 6-h induced response of WRKY18 (At4g31800) is not significantly impacted by the ics1 mutation, whereas the later response is abolished in the mutant (Fig. 3D ). This suggests that the initial response (at 6 h) is ICS1 independent, whereas subsequent responses are impacted by the ICS1 mutation. One explanation for this type of pattern is that the unaltered change in expression at 6 h is due to circadian effects that are SA independent. All time points, excepting the 6-h time point, were collected at the same time of day. Alternatively, this initial peak in expression may be pathogen dependent but independent of SA. This is likely the case for WRKY18, as others have reported similar results using other pathosystems. For example, in response to an avirulent bacterial pathogen, WRKY18 exhibits rapid (#2 h) SA-independent induction, with SA required for full expression at 24 hpi .
ICS1 cluster 2 members often exhibit a partial ICS1 dependence, with reduced PM-induced expression over the progression of infection, as shown for PR2 (Fig. 3E ). PR2 (At3g57260; rank 33) encodes an acidic b-glucanase whose expression is generally associated with SA-dependent induced defense responses; however, a component of its expression has been reported to be SA independent (Dewdney et al., 2000; Wildermuth et al., 2001 ), as we observe. Other ICS1 cluster 2 members include the thaumatin-like protein PR5 (At1g75040) and the SA-pathway lipase-like regulator PAD4 (At3g52430). Genes in ICS1 clusters 4 and 5 exhibit reduced expression in wild-type plants in response to PM, with less of a reduction in the ics1 mutant. Genes in clusters 4 and 5 include genes involved in photosynthesis (e.g. PSI light-harvesting complex gene 6 [LHCA.6; At1g19150]; Fig. 3G ), carbohydrate metabolism (e.g. starch synthase AtSS3 [At1g11720]; Fig. 3H ), and iron homeostasis (AtFER1, -3, and -4). Genes in ICS1 clusters 3 and 6 do not exhibit altered expression in wild-type plants but have either reduced (cluster 3) or enhanced (cluster 6) expression in the ics1 mutant over the course of PM growth and reproduction. Cluster 3 genes include the ankyrin repeat-containing proteins ACD6 (At4g14400; Fig. 3F ), an SA-dependent activator of cell death (Lu et al., 2003) , and At5g54610. Expression of these genes may be subject to phytohormone cross talk, in part controlled by SA (Lu et al., 2003; Blanco et al., 2005) . ICS1 cluster 6 genes, such as the defensin PDF1.2a (At5g44420; rank 21), are not typically induced in response to PM but are induced in the ics1 mutant (Fig.  3I ). PDF1.2a is the highest T 2 -ranked gene in this cluster, with 18-fold higher expression in ics1 compared with the wild type at 7 dpi, similar to our previous results by northern blot (Dewdney et al., 2000) . In addition to PDF1.2a, a marker of ET/JAdependent induced defense responses, other ET/JAassociated genes are in this cluster, suggesting that this cluster may represent ET/JA-impacted genes that are typically repressed by SA in response to PM. Unlike the temporal expression profiles of most genes exhibiting differential expression, the temporal expression profile of PDF1.2a is quite variable for independent biological samples. This variability in PDF1.2a expression is not due to limits on sensitivity in detecting PDF1.2a but reflects the underlying biology. Many of the other genes in cluster 6 exhibit similar variability, suggestive of shared factors mediating this variable expression pattern. The ability of the T 2 statistic to highly rank this gene and to identify other genes with a similar pattern and replicate variability is unusual and very powerful.
Identification of PM-Impacted Functional Processes and Protein Families
By looking at PM-impacted genes independent of sign or pattern of differential expression as selected using the T 2 statistic, we can obtain an integrated overview of PM-impacted functional processes and protein families. We did this because select genes involved in a process may be down-regulated (e.g. a negative regulator), while others, such as positive regulators or targets, may be up-regulated. In addition, the observed temporal patterns of expression are not all exclusively up or down throughout the progression of infection. Furthermore, altered expression of genes at earlier time points may impact later transcriptional responses. For our analysis, we used MapMan (version 2.1.1; Thimm et al., 2004) to identify functional processes that were impacted significantly (P # 0.05) in the wild-type PM and PM:ICS1-impacted T 2 -selected gene sets (Table I ; Supplemental Worksheets S3 and S4). We also looked for significantly enriched PFAM domains (Finn et al., 2008) in the proteins encoded by our selected genes compared with those of the ATH1 array (Table II ; Supplemental Worksheet S5). We then discuss the sign and pattern of gene expression for genes identified as part of an enriched functional process or encoding proteins whose PFAM domains are enriched in the T 2 data sets. Genes involved in photosynthesis, cell wall modification, secondary metabolism, and protein synthesis and degradation are enriched exclusively in the wildtype data set and thus appear to be predominantly ICS1 independent (Table I ). The photosynthesis bin is dominated by light reaction-associated and Calvin cycle-associated genes. Of the 20 photosynthesisrelated genes, 19 exhibit decreased temporal expression in response to PM in wild-type plants, with 7 dpi versus UI mean ratios of 0.2 to 0.7. Photosynthesis has been shown to be progressively reduced in virulent PM-infected leaves when compared with uninoculated leaves, with this lower rate of photosynthesis associated with an increase in invertase (e.g. BFRUCT1) activity, an accumulation of hexoses, and down-regulation of photosynthetic gene expression (Swarbrick et al., 2006) . The cell wall modification bin includes genes encoding pectin-degrading enzymes (e.g. pectate lyases, pectinesterases, b-galactosidases, and a polygalacturonase) and cell wall-loosening enzymes (e.g. expansins and xyloglucan endotransglycosylases) with reduced expression in response to PM. Down-regulation of sets of genes involved in cell wall modification might be required for maintenance of the haustorial complex or limitation of defense signaling via cell wall components. In contrast, two pectinesterases (At3g90410 and At4g02330) show increased temporal expression in response to infection. These genes might play a role in increasing nutrient availability to the fungus during the growth and reproduction phase. Within protein degradation processes, the ubiquitin E3 bin exhibits enriched altered expression. This is significant as ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis of repressors has been shown to play an important role in phytohormone-and (a)biotic stress-induced responses (Stone and Callis, 2007; Chico et al., 2008) . The C3HC4-type RING finger member At4g11370, which exhibits very strong similarity to RHA1a, is present; RHA1 mediates vacuolar trafficking of soluble cargo proteins (Sohn et al., 2003) . In addition, ATL6 (At3g05200) and ATL6-like (At5g27420) C3HC4-type RING fingers reside in this bin. LeATL6 appears to contribute to fungal elicitor-activated defense responses in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum; Hondo et al., 2007) , and both of these Arabidopsis genes exhibit chitin-induced expression (Libault et al., 2007) . Chitin is a fungal wall component that is hydrolyzed by plant chitinases, with chitin oligomers inducing plant defense responses. Loss-of-function mutations in three chitin rapidly responsive genes resulted in increased susceptibility to the PM G. cichoracearum, supporting a role for this plant response pathway in inducing plant defense responses that limit PM growth and reproduction (Ramonell et al., 2005) . Indeed, chitin recognition proteins and chitinase protein domains are enriched in our data sets, with these genes exhibiting enhanced expression in response to PM (Table II) . In addition, the o-methyl transferase dimerization and berberine domains are both enriched exclusively in the wild-type data set, with all but one gene in each set exhibiting enhanced expression in response to PM (Supplemental Worksheet S5). Enzymes with these domains are involved in the formation of plant alkaloids (Kutchan and Dittrich, 1995; Zubieta et al., 2001) known to inhibit fungal sporulation and growth (Singh et al., 2000) . PM-induced changes in alkaloid metabolism are also identified as being statistically significant using MapMan (Table I) . Processes exclusively enriched in the ICS1-impacted data set include redox, carbohydrate metabolism, CK metabolism, vacuolar protein secretion/targeting, stress, and signaling (Table I) . Glutaredoxins exhibit statistically significantly altered expression in wildtype plants in response to PM, with 8-and 4.4-fold mean increases in expression at 7 dpi versus UI for At1g03850 and At1g28480, respectively. This increased expression from 1 to 7 dpi is completely abrogated in the ics1 mutant. Glutaredoxins activate thioredoxins such as TRX-H5 (At1g4515; Reichheld et al., 2007) , a cytosolic thioredoxin that facilitates the formation of the NPR1 monomer (Tada et al., 2008) . We observe PM-induced expression of TRX-H5 with reduced expression in the ics1 mutant as well as similar expression profiles for other genes involved in redox homoeostasis (see ICS1 clusters 1 and 2). As SA is required for the redox-mediated formation of the NPR1 monomer that allows NPR1 to translocate to the nucleus and activate the expression of genes involved in defense, protein targeting, and secretion (Mou et al., 2003) , much of the observed transcriptional impact of the ics1 mutation may be through its impact on redox status. Subsets of genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism also display altered expression in the ics1 mutant compared with the wild type. Most of these genes are involved in starch metabolism (e.g. AtSS3) and are predominantly members of ICS1 clusters 4 and 5, exhibiting reduced gene expression in wild-type plants over the time course of infection with less of a reduction in the ics1 mutant. Although negative regulators of CK signaling were down-regulated in response to PM, this was ICS1 independent. However, as shown in Table I , a subset of CK genes with minimal change in expression in response to PM do exhibit slightly altered expression in the ics1 mutant, suggestive of cross talk between SA and CK signaling and response pathways that allows for fine-tuning of phytohormone signaling. These consist of the cytokinin oxidase CKX4, the His-containing phosphotransfer protein AHP5, and the cytokinin His kinase AHK4.
The vacuolar secretion/transport-associated genes impacted by the ics1 mutation include three Atbp80 vacuolar sorting receptors, SEC14 cytosolic factor (At1g22180), and the SEC61b family member At3g60540. These genes exhibit increased expression in response to PM, which is reduced in the ics1 mutant. In parallel, expression of a number of PM-induced defense-associated genes that are targeted to the vacuole, including chitinases and 1,3-b-glucanases, is down-regulated in the ics1 mutant. Our findings support the established role of SA as inducing both expression of plant defensive products and the genes required for the trafficking and secretion of these products (Wang et al., 2005) . In addition, we identify additional "novel" genes associated with SA-impacted vacuolar secretion and transport (Supplemental Worksheets S3 and S4). Furthermore, the ICS1-impacted data set is enriched in genes involved in signaling, including specific classes of receptor kinases, such as leucine-rich repeat (LRR) kinases (Table I ). This is mirrored by an enrichment in protein kinase and LRR PFAM domains (Table  II) . The kinases identified as differentially regulated include mitogen-activated protein kinase cascade components (such as AtMKK1, -2, -4, and -5), LRR kinases, cell wall-associated kinases (e.g. AtWAK1 to -3), and receptor-like kinases (including AtRLK4 to -6). Of the 86 genes with a protein kinase domain identified in the ics1 versus wild-type T 2 gene set, 70 also exhibit altered expression in response to the SA analog BTH (Supplemental Worksheet S2). Thus, altered expression of these kinases in the SA ics1 biosynthetic mutant further confirms their role in SA-associated processes; however, their modes of action and functional roles are largely unknown. The two most highly T 2 -ranked LRR protein kinases in the PM:ICS1-impacted data set are At3g11010 (rank 11) and At1g35710 (rank 20). These kinases, both of which are induced by the SA analog BTH, are induced 6.3-and 4.8-fold, respectively, at 7 dpi with PM compared with 7-d UI, with dramatically reduced expression in the ics1 mutant compared with the wild type (mean 7-dpi expression ratios of 0.1 and 0.2 for ics1 versus the wild type, respectively). In addition, they both exhibit NPR1-dependent expression in response to BTH and are repressed by SN1 (for suppressor of NPR1-inducible; Mosher et al., 2006) . ICS1 expression is also repressed by SN1 (Mosher et al., 2006) , which leads us to speculate that repression of these LRR kinases may be mediated by SA.
Enriched SA-impacted protein families also include those involved in calcium signaling and iron storage/ homeostasis (Table II) . Ca 2+ plays an important role in mediating SA and hydrogen peroxide signal transduction (Yang and Poovaiah, 2003) , and we observe enrichment of the calreticulin and calcium-binding EGF domains specifically in the ICS1-impacted data set. Calreticulin is best known as a high-capacity Ca 2+ -binding endoplasmic reticulum-resident chaperone involved in calcium homoeostasis, quality control, and proper folding of newly synthesized (glyco)proteins (Gelebart et al., 2005) , although it appears to play additional roles in varied locales (Sharma et al., 2004) . In plants, direct interactions between calreticulin and the endoplasmic reticulum chaperone BiP and between calreticulin and SNAREs have been reported (Crofts et al., 1998; Laporte et al., 2003) . Calciumbinding EFG domains modulate Ca 2+ -dependent conformational changes, including that of the putative vacuolar sorting receptor PV72 (Watanabe et al., 2002) . In addition, calcium mediates the function of the calmodulin-binding MLO compatibility factors (Kim et al., 2002) . Further support for a link between calcium signaling and SA in the PM interaction is provided by our previous identification of enriched CGCG box elements in the promoters of genes whose expression increases in response to PM, with decreased expression in the ics1 mutant (Zhang et al., 2008) . The CGCG box is recognized by Arabidopsis SR proteins, Ca 2+ /calmodulin-binding, DNA-binding proteins that are induced in response to a variety of plant phytohormones and stresses (Yang and Poovaiah, 2003) .
PFAM ferritin-like domain members are also enriched in the ICS1-dependent data set. Ferritin is the major nonheme iron storage protein in animals, plants, and microorganisms (Theil, 1987 (Theil, , 2003 . Iron sequestration, release, and transport are highly integrated and regulated; thus, a decrease in SA production could result in enhanced ferritin expression, as observed in our data set. The sample-to-sample variability in temporal ferritin expression for the ics1 mutant (Supplemental Fig. S2 ) may result from a threshold-dependent transcriptional response, as is common for ironregulated pathways (e.g. siderophore biosynthesis) in bacteria (Ratledge and Dover, 2000) . Although host limitation of available iron is well defined in mammalpathogen interactions, our knowledge of its role in plant-pathogen interactions is much more limited (Boughammoura et al., 2007; Johnson, 2008) . In response to Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici PM, it appears that reactive Fe 3+ is deposited at wheat cell wall appositions, where it accumulates and mediates the oxidative burst while cytosolic Fe is depleted in response to B. graminis f. sp. tritici (Liu et al., 2007) . In that study, ferritin gene expression was downregulated at 24 hpi, while PR genes were up-regulated (Liu et al., 2007) . Our data suggest that SA might be a component of this response in the G. orontiiArabidopsis system. SA may act by impacting reactive oxygen species status either chemically, via the Fenton reaction, or by binding to and inhibiting antioxidant enzymes such as catalase and ascorbate peroxidase (Dempsey et al., 1999) , via its impact on cellular redox status or via the intracellular transport of iron within the cell (Ratledge and Dover, 2000) .
cis-Acting Regulatory Elements Associated with Patterns of PM Transcriptional Response
The 1-kb promoters of genes in each wild-type and ICS1 cluster were analyzed using The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) Statistical Motif Analysis (Rhee et al., 2003) and MDScan (Liu et al., 2002; Supplemental Fig. S4 ) to identify known and novel cis-acting regulatory motifs. Known motifs strongly enriched in the promoters of genes in wild-type clusters 1 and 2 and ICS1 clusters 1 and 2, which exhibit enhanced expression in response to PM, include the W box, bound by WRKY family transcription factors, the ocs element, bound by OBF transcription factors, and the OBP-1 site, which enhances the ability of OBF proteins to bind ocs elements (Lescot et al., 2002) . The ocs and OBP-1 sites were also enriched in the promoters of cluster B genes induced in response to Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei or G. cichoracearum assessed at 8, 18, and 24 hpi (Zimmerli et al., 2004 ).
Promoters of genes in wild-type cluster 4 and ICS1 cluster 5, which exhibit decreased expression in response to PM, are enriched in the bHLH MYC-binding motif, consistent with previous reports of MYCs mediating Arabidopsis defense (Boter et al., 2004) . Promoters of genes in ICS1 cluster 6 are enriched in the GCC box, bound by ERFs, in accordance with our previous analysis using an adaptive model-building procedure (Zhang et al., 2008) . Additional significant putative cis-acting regulatory elements of interest include the cell cycle 1b motif, a transactivator in cell cycle-dependent transcription, and an MSA-like motif, a regulatory element involved in cell cycle regulation (Lescot et al., 2002) .
Transcriptional Factors Mediating the PM Interaction
As discussed below, there are only five known transcription factors (WRKY18, WRKY40, WRKY70, ATAF1, and AtERF1) mediating Arabidopsis susceptibility to PM. Of these, only two single transcription factor knockouts result in altered PM resistance/susceptibility: wrky70-1 (Li et al., 2006) and ataf1-1 (Jensen et al., 2007) . This paucity of known transcription factors impacting PM resistance/susceptibility is likely due to partial functional redundancy and the lack of assessment of PM resistance/susceptibility as part of standard disease characterizations (i.e. compared with Pseudomonas syringae). In addition, in order to resolve the impact of a single knockout on PM resistance/susceptibility, macroscopic whole leaf PM disease scores may be insufficient. Microscopic analyses such as penetration success rate or conidiophores per colony may be required.
We found 47 transcription factors with significantly altered expression in wild-type plants in response to G. orontii and 51 with altered expression in ics1 versus the wild type ( Fig. 1B ; Table III ). Here, we defined transcription factors as genes with a DNA-binding domain, even if a role for that DNA-binding domain has not yet been established. Of the 81 total transcription factors with altered expression in response to PM, 35 are both ICS1 impacted and responsive to BTH, consistent with role for SA in regulating the expression of these genes in planta. Thirty-nine of the 81 transcription factors have not been previously reported to play a role in plant defense or abiotic stress response, as assessed by mutation in or overexpression of the gene. WRKY transcription factors are the dominant family impacted, with several NAC family members, but not ATAF subfamily members, exhibiting altered expression. In accordance with our cis-acting regulatory element analysis, we also identified ERF factors and OBF2. However, no MYC transcription factors or R1R2R3 MYB factors, shown to bind the MSA element (Haga et al., 2007) , were identified.
The WRKY family, consisting of 72 expressed members, was the only statistically enriched transcription factor family domain (Tables I and II) , consistent with their role in SA signaling and response to (a)biotic stress (for review, see Ulker and Somssich, 2004) . The three WRKYs (WRKY70, WRKY18, and WRKY40) shown to play direct roles in PM resistance are present. All 13 of the WRKYs in the PM:ICS1-impacted gene set are also induced by BTH, consistent with their role in SA-mediated defense responses. Six (WRKY38, WKRY54, WRKY70, WRKY18, WRKY53, and WRKY58) are direct targets of NPR1 . For each WRKY in the PM:ICS1-impacted gene set, its expression in the ics1 mutant was lower than in the wild-type plants; however, the patterns of expression varied, with subsets of WRKYs exhibiting similar expression profiles (Supplemental Table S1 ). One could postulate that those WRKY members with similar expression profiles might interact with each other or be partially functionally redundant. For example, we would predict that this might be the case for WRKY54 and WRKY70. Indeed, single and double mutant analyses suggest that WRKY54 and WRKY70 act in concert as positive regulators of SA signaling , although remarkably, the single wrky70 knockout exhibited altered resistance to PM (Li et al., 2006) . In addition, we would predict that WRKY18 and WRKY40 among others might have complementary functions; this is supported by the finding that the wrky18wrky40 double mutant has altered resistance to PM while the single mutants do not exhibit altered resistance at the macroscopic level (Shen et al., 2007 ). An additional example includes WRKY30 and WRKY75. Although these two WRKYs are members of different subfamilies, they exhibit very similar temporal patterns of expression, with a delayed induction of expression in the wild type that is reduced in the ics1 mutant. Although no role for these WRKYs in plant defense has been reported, WRKY75 and WRKY30 are induced by reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide and/or superoxide anions (Gechev et al., 2005; Scarpeci et al., 2008) . Superoxide generation at the site of penetration has been detected during the establishment of B. graminis f. sp. hordei haustoria in a compatible interaction, but not a resistant interaction (Hü ckelhoven and Kogel, 1998) . As it is also a component of defense signaling pathways, it would be interesting to evaluate single and double mutants in WRKY75 and WRKY30 for altered PM resistance.
A number of ERFs are present in our data set, with AtERF1 and AtERF2 exhibiting increased expression from 1 to 7 dpi in response to G. orontii in wild-type plants, whereas statistically significant differences in expression of the other three ERFs is only observed in the ics1 versus wild-type data set. Expression of AtERF1 and AtERF2 may act to limit the extent of PM infection, as overexpression of AtERF1 and its tomato ortholog PTI4 in Arabidopsis resulted in enhanced resistance to G. orontii (Gu et al., 2002; M.C. Wildermuth, unpublished data) . On the other hand, ERFs selected exclusively in the ics1 versus wild-type data set may mediate cross talk between SA and ET/ JA. SA-impacted repression of a subset of ET/JA signaling in the later stages of PM infection (1-7 dpi) is suggested by the ICS1-dependent repression of genes known to be regulated by ET/JA, including PDF1.2a (Fig. 3I) , PDF1.2b, a chitinase, and the regulators ERF At1g06160 and ORG3, all members of ICS1 cluster 6. As the GCC box motif was the top identified cis-acting regulatory element in promoters of genes in cluster 6, it is likely that an ERF transcription factor regulates this set of genes. ERF At1g06160 is contained within ICS1 cluster 6 and exhibits similar replicate variance to PDF1.2a and other members of this cluster. Comparatively little is known about ERF At1g06160. It is a member of the B-3cii subfamily of ERF transcription factors and is most similar to AtERF15 (At2g31230; Gutterson and Reuber, 2004) . In addition, it does not contain the EAR domain associated with ERF repressors (Ohta et al., 2001) . In a study examining JA signaling and response, At1g06160 was found to be up-regulated by ERF2 and down-regulated by WRKY33 (Dombrecht et al., 2007) . Both ERF2 and WRKY33 are induced by PM, with reduced expression in the ics1 mutant from 3 to 7 dpi. Furthermore, the promoter of ERF At1g06160 contains both the GCC box and W boxes, suggesting that it may be autoregulated and/or regulated by ERF2 and WRKY33. The competing effects of ERF2 and WRKY33 on ERF At1g06160 expression could be one explanation for its replicate variance. Therefore, ERF At1g06160 is a good candi- Table III . PM-impacted transcription factors Transcription factors are defined as containing a DNA-binding domain (Davuluri et al., 2003; Rhee et al., 2003; Palaniswamy et al., 2006) . Altered expression was determined using T 2 -selected gene sets for the wild type and ics1 versus the wild type. Locus numbers in boldface represent novel transcription factors with no known role in (a)biotic stress, defined by mutation or overexpression of the transcription factor.
Family/Domain
Wild Type Only Both ics1 versus Wild Type Only NAC At3g10500, At3g12910 At2g43000, At2g17040 At1g01010, At1g25580,
Powdery Mildew-Impacted Arabidopsis Processes and Regulators Plant Physiol. Vol. 149, 2009 date regulator of our observed SA-dependent repression of a subset of ET/JA-responsive genes.
pux2 Mutants Exhibit Reduced PM Reproduction
We identified PUX2 (At2g01650), predicted to contain a C2H2 zinc finger DNA-binding domain (Davuluri et al., 2003) , as a novel transcriptional regulator with no previously published role in plant defense or abiotic stress response. Although it was exclusively selected in the ics1 versus wild-type T 2 -data set, PUX2 expression is induced in response to PM in wild-type plants, with 2.35-fold mean induction at 7 dpi/7-d UI (Fig. 4A ) and a pattern of expression similar to that of ICS1 (Fig. 3A) , although of reduced magnitude. PM-induced PUX2 expression is ICS1 dependent. Consistent with this result, PUX2 expression is also induced by BTH (Supplemental Worksheet S2). A histogram of the frequency of expression over the range of PUX2 expression for the ATH1 GeneChips in the NASCArray database (Craigon et al., 2004) indicates that PUX2 is a lowly expressed gene. The experimental conditions in which PUX2 exhibited maximal expression include infection with Pseudomonas syringae pv maculicola ES4326 (experiment 414). PUX2 expression increases 3.7-fold in response to P. syringae pv maculicola ES3426 in this experiment, paralleling the expression of ICS1 (Fig. 4B) .
To determine whether PUX2 plays a role in PM reproduction and growth, we performed macroscopic and microscopic analyses using two independent homozygous T-DNA insertion lines in PUX2. At the macroscopic level, the extent of visible PM infection on mature infected leaves is significantly reduced on the pux2 mutants compared with wild-type plants (Fig.  5A ). Microscopic analysis indicates that the number of conidiophores per colony is also significantly decreased in the pux2 mutants compared with the wild type (Fig. 5B) . Mutants with enhanced disease resistance to PM often exhibit cell death in the mesophyll cells underlying the infection site (e.g. EDR1 [Frye et al., 2001] and PMR4 [Nishimura et al., 2003] ). Therefore, we determined whether macrolesions or microlesions were present in mature leaves of UI or infected pux2 mutant plants using trypan blue staining to identify dead cells. Enhanced cell death was not observed in the pux2 mutants near the site of infection (Fig. 5B ) or in UI leaves (data not shown). In addition, we did not observe any enhanced accumulation of autofluorescent compounds (data not shown). These autofluorescent compounds, suggestive of phenolic compounds cross-linked into the cell wall, are often observed at these sites of cell death. Under standard growth conditions, the pux2 mutants are similar in size (assessed via mean largest rosette diameter at 5 weeks) to wild-type plants. In addition, pux2 leaves are similar in color (greenness) to wild-type leaves, indicative of no gross alterations in chlorophyll (or anthocyanin) content. This suggests that the observed PM resistance of the pux2 mutants is not due to a pleiotropic reduction in photosynthetic capacity or growth.
PUX2 is one of 15 Arabidopsis plant UBX domaincontaining proteins. The UBX domain (PF00789) is present in ubiquitin-regulatory proteins and serves as a general CDC48-interacting module (Bateman et al., 2004) . CDC48 is an essential AAA-ATPase chaperone recruited by cofactors/adaptors to modulate cellular pathways, including homotypic fusion of endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi membranes, endoplasmic reticulum-associated protein degradation, cell cycle progression, and apoptosis (Lupas and Martin, 2002; Woodman, 2003) . In addition to the C2H2 zinc finger domain and the C-terminal UBX domain, PUX2 contains a PUB domain (PF09409) located between these two other domains. The PUB domain is also known to function as an AAA-ATPase-binding domain (Bateman et al., 2004) . Although none of the other Arabidopsis PUX proteins share this domain architec- ture, we found PUX2 orthologs in a number of other plants, including rice (Oryza sativa; accession no. NM_00106957.1; E value = 2e-84), grape (Vitis vinifera; accession no. AM_481795.2; E value = 3e-71), lotus (Lotus corniculatus; accession no. AP004536.1; E value = 1e-71), and Medicago truncatula (accession no. AC150979.15; E value = 2e-68), suggesting conserved function preceding the divergence of monocots and dicots. Little is known about PUX2. PUX1, the most similar Arabidopsis PUX, with 29% identity (45% similarity) over the full-length protein, acts as a negative regulator of Arabidopsis CDC48 by promoting disassembly of the AAA-ATPase hexamer (Rancour et al., 2004; Park et al., 2007) . PUX2 can also interact with Arabidopsis CDC48 in vitro and, like PUX1, can be detected as part of a complex with CDC48 and the syntaxin SYP31 (Rancour et al., 2004) . However, the top 300 genes exhibiting correlated expression with PUX1 using curated publicly available data (Obayashi et al., 2009 ) are very different from PUX2, with an overlap of only three genes. This suggests that PUX1 and PUX2 play distinct roles. The dominant CDC48 isoform CDC48a (At3g09840) is in the top 300 genes correlated with PUX1. However, neither it nor the other two CDC48 isoforms are present in the top 300 genes correlated with PUX2. Furthermore, PUX1 and the CDC48 isoforms do not exhibit significantly altered expression in our T 2 data sets. On the other hand, of the 300 top genes correlated with PUX2 (Obayashi et al., 2009) , 136 also exhibit altered expression in our data sets. These genes include an AAA-ATPase (At2g46620), genes involved in ubiquitin-mediated processes, including At1g19270, SUM3 (At5g55170), and the F box protein At5g18780, the cell death inhibitor AtBI-1, and numerous genes mediating redox status, including TRX2 and TRX5.
PUX2 appears to act as a negative regulator mediating the PM-Arabidopsis interaction, with the enhanced resistance observed in the pux2 mutants being independent of cell death. The pmr5 and pmr6 mutants also exhibit enhanced resistance to a virulent PM without macroscopic cell death or PM-induced cell death at the site of infection (Vogel et al., 2002 (Vogel et al., , 2004 . However, unlike the pmr5 and pmr6 mutants, pux2 mutants do not exhibit microlesions along veins in a subset of the oldest leaves, nor do they exhibit differences in leaf size or shape compared with wild-type plants. In addition, the pux2 phenotype is less dramatic than those of the pmr5 and pmr6 mutants, which exhibit a 10-fold reduction in conidiophores per germinated conidium (Vogel et al., 2002 (Vogel et al., , 2004 . Finally, in contrast to PUX2, we did not observe altered PMR5 or PMR6 expression in response to PM. While PMR5 and PMR6 appear to be PM compatibility factors, with resistance in the pmr5 and pmr6 mutants limited to PM pathogens, we do not yet know whether the resistance conferred by insertion mutations in PUX2 is specific to PMs. Further characterization of the pux2 mutants, including assessing disease resistance in response to a diverse suite of pathogens and dissection of the mechanism of action of PUX2 in PM resistance, is in progress.
In general, understanding mechanisms limiting the extent of growth and reproduction of virulent PMs in Figure 5 . PUX2 T-DNA insertion mutants exhibit reduced PM reproduction. A, Macroscopic phenotype. Wild-type (Col-0), pux2-1 (SALK_148507), and pux2-2 (SALK_145175) UI whole plants were photographed at 6 weeks. G. orontii-infected leaves were rated and photographed at 11 dpi. Number of plants with disease rating is indicated as described by Reuber et al. (1998) Arabidopsis could allow for a multipronged approach to limiting the growth and reproduction of PM in important agricultural and ornamental species, including grape, strawberry (Fragaria species), barley (Hordeum vulgare), and roses (Rosa species). This is particularly true for a gene like PUX2 that (1) has orthologs in species including grape and rice and (2) has no apparent yield penalty associated with enhanced PM resistance, unlike many PM-resistant mutants. By limiting PM reproduction, not only is the initial infection limited but also fewer conidia are available for subsequent infection of other leaves and plants. Targeting a set of such host genes could result in dramatically reduced PM growth and reproduction that is less likely to be rapidly overcome by pathogen counterevolution than would be the case if resistance were conferred by a dominant resistance gene.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Growth and PM Infection for Microarray
To minimize plant-to-plant variation, Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Col-0; wild type) and the ics1-2 (eds16-1) mutant in the Col-0 background (Dewdney et al., 2000; Wildermuth et al., 2001) were grown using a template to ensure even spacing of plants within each box (of nine plants) and using a design that alternates the placement of wild-type and mutant plants. Seeds were stratified in 0.1% agarose for 3 to 5 d to facilitate and synchronize germination. Flats were bottom watered and fertilized (Hoagland's solution at 1/43) once at 2.5 weeks (Metromix 200; Scotts Sierra Horticultural Products). Plants were grown in Percival AR66L growth chambers at 22°C, 80% relative humidity, and 14-h photoperiod from 6 AM to 8 PM with photosynthetically active radiation of 150 mE m 22 s 21 . At 4 weeks, a subset of boxes was infected with Golovinomyces orontii (MGH isolate; Plotnikova et al., 1998 ) using a moderately heavy inoculum (conidia from two to three fully infected leaves at 10-14 dpi per box) using a settling tower as described by Reuber et al. (1998) . PM infections were performed using a settling tower and mesh screen for each box to enhance reproducibility from experiment to experiment and to minimize plant-to-plant variation. Boxes containing G. orontii-infected plants were placed in a separate Percival AR66L growth chamber under the same conditions as those used for UI samples. Infections were performed at 2:30 PM to standardize experiments and minimize circadian effects. Samples were harvested at 0 dpi (just prior to infection), 6 hpi, 1 dpi, 3 dpi, 5 dpi, and 7 dpi. A 7-d UI sample was also collected. With the exception of the 6-hpi time point, all samples were harvested at 2:30 PM. For each sample, three to four fully expanded mature leaves were excised per plant, with leaves from two randomly selected plants (approximately 200 mg fresh weight total) used to prepare a single RNA sample; triplicate samples (designated -1, -2, and -3) were collected for each data point. Plants were not resampled once used. Leaves were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 280°C prior to RNA extraction. Three independent experiments (designated 1, 2, and 3) were performed. At 7 dpi, symptoms of infection were visible on leaves of wild-type Col-0 plants, with enhanced symptoms for the ics1-2 mutant.
Tissue Processing, Hybridization, and Scanning
Total RNA was extracted from each sample using the RNeasy Plant RNA Miniprep kit (Qiagen); samples were split in two before homogenization and repooled before loading on the RNA-binding column. RNA quality was assessed by determining the A 260 /A 280 ratio of RNA in Tris buffer and by checking the integrity of RNA on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). Target labeling and microarray hybridizations to Affymetrix Arabidopsis ATH1 GeneChips were performed according to the protocol given in the Affymetrix GeneChip Expression Analysis Technical Manual 701025 rev 1. Arrays were scanned using an Affymetrix GeneArray 2500 Scanner at the Harvard University Bauer Center for Genomics Research.
Data Preprocessing
Expression values (log 2 ) were extracted using robust multiarray analysis (Irizarry et al., 2003a (Irizarry et al., , 2003b implemented in the function rma() in the Bioconductor software package affy (Gautier et al., 2004) . Background correction was performed by correcting perfect match only, to reduce noise from the signal intensity. To make different experiments comparable, quantile normalization was performed to make the distributions of signal intensities uniform across chips (Bolstad et al., 2003) . Quality assessment was done using the weights outputted from the linear model-fitting function fitPLM() in the R package AffyExtensions. One sample set was processed from each experiment, with experiment 1 denoted 1-3, experiment 2 denoted 2-1, and experiment 3 denoted 3-1. In addition, to compare the variation in gene expression from samples in one experiment with that between different experiments, we processed an additional sample from experiment 2, denoted 2-2. Therefore, in total, 56 ATH1 GeneChips that passed our quality assessment were utilized. As an additional control, we performed a technical replicate (same complementary RNA target, separate hybridizations to ATH1 GeneChips) for one sample (experiment 2-2, Col-0, 0 dpi); signal intensity was highly correlated (weighted value = 0.99).
To determine whether any experimental data point was an outlier, we assessed individual probe-level plots and time profile plots for the four replicates. For each probe set, the median log 2 intensity of the four wild-type or mutant replicates at each time point was calculated and subtracted from the log 2 intensities of these four replicate samples, yielding log 2 ratios of these four replicates relative to their median. Box plots for these log ratios were plotted for the four replicates for comparison. This analysis was performed using all probe sets and T 2 -selected probe sets (1,470 probe sets; see below).
The Col-0 3-dpi data point from experiment 1 was the only outlier; thus, for this data point only, we estimated the log 2 expression value at this single time point from all other Col-0 time point samples using the median polish algorithm, implemented in the function medpolish() in the software R (R Development Core Team, 2005), and we removed this sample when performing clustering. We also performed pair-wise correlation analyses for each time point (the wild type and ics1 mutant) for the 1-3, 2-1, 2-2, and 3-1 samples, excluding the 1-3 wild-type 3-dpi sample. For all genes, the correlation of gene expression between the 2-1 and 2-2 data sets (Pearson's r = 0.99 6 0.003) was similar to that for all paired data sets (Pearson's r = 0.99 6 0.004). This was also the case for T 2 -selected genes (1,470 probe sets; see below) with Pearson's r = 0.97 6 0.01 for the 2-1 versus 2-2 data sets and r = 0.96 6 0.02 for all paired data set comparisons. As our analysis indicated that both intraexperimental and interexperimental correlations were similar and very high, for our statistical analyses below, we treated the 1-3, 2-1, 2-2, and 3-1 data sets as independent biological replicates and describe our data set as composed of four biological replicates for simplicity.
Gene Selection by T 2 Statistic
Following the preprocessing step described above, genes of interest were selected using these background-adjusted, normalized log 2 intensities. The calculation of the T 2 statistics (Tai and Speed, 2006) was performed using the mb.long() function in the R software package time course with the default parameters (Tai, 2007) . For the ics1 versus wild-type analysis, four biological replicates for paired ics1 and wild-type samples at 0, 0.25, 1, 3, 5, and 7 dpi were utilized. For the wild-type data, wild-type samples at 0, 1, 3, 5, and 7 dpi were utilized in the T 2 analysis. The 0.25-dpi sample was not included, so as not to introduce possible circadian effects on expression. The ATH1 probe sets were then ordered by their T 2 statistics, and genes were selected based on a log 10 (T 2 ) cutoff of 2.5. This cutoff was chosen as it included genes of biological interest near the selection cutoff, such as NPR1 and RIN4, that exhibit clear differences in temporal gene expression and a false discovery rate of less than 5%. For the wild-type data, the 7-d UI data were used to cull T 2 -selected genes without an appreciable difference in expression at 7 dpi versus 7 UI, as appropriate given the observed pattern of expression.
Validation of ATH1 Gene Expression Data by qPCR
RNA from wild-type and ics1 mutant samples was treated with Ambion DNA-free, and first-strand cDNA was synthesized using iScript reverse transcriptase (Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Realtime PCR was performed using SYBR Premix Ex Taq (TaKaRa RR041A) in an ABI 7300 instrument according to the manufacturer's instructions. Three technical replicates were performed for each sample analyzed. Following activation of Taq polymerase for 10 s at 95°C, 40 cycles of amplification were performed consisting of denaturation for 5 s at 95°C followed by annealing at 60°C for 31 s. The absence of primer-dimer formation was confirmed by performing a melting curve. The specificity of the product was confirmed by analyzing the amplified product on a 2% agarose gel and sequencing the amplified products from one well. Raw fluorescence data were converted into Ro values using DART-PCR 1.0 (Peirson et al., 2003) , and expression of analyzed genes was given relative to UBQ5 Ro values.
Primers were designed using Amplify (http://engels.genetics.wisc.edu/ amplify). The specificity of primers was verified by performing National Center for Biotechnology Information BLAST searches and using Amplify to test the ability of primer combinations to amplify closely related gene family members. Primers used in amplifying ICS1 (At1g74710), PR1 (At2g14610), PR2 (At3g57260), PAD4 (At3g52430), NPR1 (At1g64280), the lupeol synthase At1g66960, PDF1.2 (At5g44420), ERF At1g06160, ACA2 (At4g37640), PUX2 (At2g01650), and UBQ5 (At3g62250) are shown in Supplemental Table S2 . All primer sets used showed more than 95% efficiency when the slopes of their amplification plots were analyzed using DART-PCR software.
Analysis of Expression Data
TAIR8 (April 2008 update) gene functional descriptions were employed (Rhee et al., 2003) . MapMan was used to identify enriched processes in the T 2 -ranked data sets (Thimm et al., 2004) . Enriched PFAM (Bateman et al., 2004; Finn et al., 2008) domains (PFAM version 22.0) were determined for nucleusencoded genes in the T 2 data sets versus the ATH1 GeneChip, and P values were computed using a hypergeometric distribution. The resulting P values were adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing as described by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , with the false discovery rate controlled to be less than 10%. We wrote Python scripts to parse the PFAM domain data and developed code in R to perform the enrichment analysis (provided in Supplemental Text S1). Clustering of the top T 2 -ranked probe sets was performed using Partek Genomics Suite (Partek). For ICS1 clusters, hierarchical clustering with Euclidian distances was performed, with manual curation, using paired replicate samples for 0 dpi (UI), 6 hpi, 1 dpi, 3 dpi, 5 dpi, and 7 dpi for wildtype and ics1 plants. For wild-type clusters, partition clustering with subclustering using Max Value was optimal. Wild-type clustering used replicate samples for 0 dpi (UI), 1 dpi, 3 dpi, 5 dpi, 7 dpi, and 7-d UI, excluding the experiment 1-3 7-d UI sample. The 6-h time point was excluded to minimize circadian effects. cis-Acting regulatory element analysis was performed on 1-kb sequences upstream of the start codon using TAIR Statistical Motif Analysis (Rhee et al., 2003) and on 1-kb upstream sequences, downloaded from TAIR8, for MDScan with a motif width of 6 (Liu et al., 2002) .
pux2 Genotyping
Seeds for pux2-1 (SALK_148507) and pux2-2 (SALK_145175) T-DNA insertion lines were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center at Ohio State University (Alonso et al., 2003) . To obtain homozygous lines for the pux2 mutants, genomic DNA from pux2-1 and pux2-2 leaves was used for PCR-based genotyping. The left and right primers for pux2-1 were 5#-AAT-CAAAATTATTGCGCAACG-3# and 5#-TCATCCGCCGAGAGACTATAG-3#, and those for pux2-2 were 5#-CAGTCTCGCCTGTGAGATCTC-3# and 5#-CG-GAGTCACAGCTTTTGATTC-3#, respectively. The left border primer (LBb1.3) for T-DNA was 5#-ATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAAC-3#. Homozygous pux2-1 and pux2-2 lines were used in all experiments.
pux2 Growth Conditions, PM Inoculations, and Microscopy Arabidopsis Col-0 and homozygous pux2-1 and pux2-2 plants were grown in Metromix 200 in a Percival AR66L growth chamber at 22°C, 80% relative humidity, and 12-h photoperiod with photosynthetically active radiation of 180 mE m 22 s 21 . For each box, a template was used to provide even spacing of plants with Col-0 and pux2 mutants alternated. Four-week-old plants were infected with a moderate inoculum of G. orontii (two half-infected leaves with 10-to 14-dpi conidia per box) using a settling tower. A total of 12 mature, fully expanded leaves from four plants were scored at 11 dpi. Whole leaf PM scores were assessed as described . To visualize fungal structures and cell death, infected leaves (5 dpi) were cleared in 95% ethanol for 2 h, stained with 250 mg mL 21 trypan blue in a solution of lactic acid, glycerol, and water (1:1:1:1) for 15 min, and mounted in 50% glycerol. For cell death, an additional step, overnight clearing in chloral hydrate (2.5 g dissolved in 1 mL of water), was used to minimize background staining. Well-separated fungal colonies were chosen for analysis, and the number of conidiophores was counted per colony. A QImaging camera attached to a Zeiss Axioimager microscope was used for photographs. All experiments were repeated at least twice with similar results, with results shown for one experiment.
The ATH1 GeneChip expression data are deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (GEO accession no. GSE13739).
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